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Comment on "Maximum of the Local Entropy
Production Becomes Minimal in Stationary
Processes"
Struchtrup and 'Neiss [I J (SW) proposed a new varia
tional principle for stationary nonequilibrium flmvs, slich
as the steady boundary-driven flows of mass and heat
shown in
l. SW suggest that of all possible flows
satisfying the specified boundary conditions, the solution
with the smallest maximum local entropy production is
correct. They suggest that the minimax principle could
be extended to nonstationary flows. SW consider the one
dimensional heat flow of a Boltzmann gas. They calculate
the local entropy production and express its maximum as a
function of the dimensionless heat flux q. They show that
the heat flux corresponding to the minimum of the maxi
mum local entropy production density also corresponds to
the solution of this linear transport problem.
Despite their success with this simple example problem,
we believe that more complex, nonlinear problems are
required to test any assertion of generality for such a prin
ciple. Three potential limitations for the validity of the
principle are the following: (1) The principle ignores
the possible coexistence of stable multiple solutions for
the same boundary conditions; Oi) the principle fails to
treat the overall stability of two disparate. but weakly
coupled. nonequilibrium systems: (iii) the principle
excludes transitions to more stable states, such as the
transition from quiescent Fourier conduction to the steady
convective state which produces entropy at a greater
rate
To make our reservations more explicit. we display a
set of stationary. convecting flows for a compressible,
heat-conducting viscous fluid described by the Navier
Stokes equations. The flows have identical boundary
conditions with a Rayleigh number of 40000. The sides
of the simulated cell are periodic and the width is twice
the height. The 2- and 4-roll flows are stable attractors in
the solution space while the more complex 6-roll solution
is unstable. For details, see Ref. [4].
The local internal entropy production [5,6] for the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations is

'Vi[

q . 'V

In

n/T.

where (j is the stress tensor and Ll is the heat flux. This
expression for the local entropy production is validated
by confirming that the integral.S, =
g, dV is precisely
~qllal .to the total flow of entropy at the boundaries,
5,
Se ==
. TH and
are the temperatures of
the hot and cold boundaries, and Q ==
q . dA.
The maxima in the local entropy productions, per
unit volume, (max[g,]) for the (2,4,6)-roll flows are,
respectively, OJ)07 03, 0.00624, and 0.00555. Thus two
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FIG. I. For the (2.4. 61-roll flows, the local entropy prodw.
tion (left) and velocity field (right) is shown. The region Ii:
maximum local entropy production (white) corresponds to COlT,
pression of the cooter fluid.

or more stable solutions (2- and 4-roll) exist, for the Sam~
boundary conditions but with different max[gJ It!.
amusing that an unstable "solullon." with six rolls, hi,'
the smallest max[gi] of the three cases considered here.
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and Weiss Reply: In our Letter [I] we have
a minimax princip!e which we used for the
un of houndary conditions for moment systems
: thl
dynamics. This principle is criticized
and noover [1] on the grounds of solutions
er-Stokes equations. These authors consider a
problem which has severa! solutions. and one
unstable. It appears that the unstable solution
tllest maximum of the local entropy production
.olutions that are obtained. Thus. the minimax
hooses the unstable solution and Castillo and
there that it may not be true. However.
need jor [he minimax principle in [he Navier
rr. since all boundary conditions are known.
,0 in contrast to extended thermodynamics.
a system of equations of many moments
lillics requires more boundary conditions than
,) are controlled-and controllable-in an ex
We have used the principle for the determina
litional boundary conditions which cannot be
priori.
-dimensional stationary heat transfer in the
,e which is considered in our Letter [I] is
~t case where this problem occurs:
The
:$ and velocities at two walls and the pressure
tied in an appropriate experiment. but the
s of the problem requires the prescription
litional boundary condition. This additional
follr
from the minimax principle which for
tion .JY be formulated as foUmvs:
nary processes boundary values which are
I;ed in the experiment assume those values
antee that the maximum of the local entropy
becomes minimal.
lication of the minimax principle is not recog
e Comment of Castillo and Hoover. The au
:~ver. consider the compressible ,\javier-Stokes
Ihich require only controllable boundary con
i the one-dimensional case. for instance. the
.es equations require four bound;rry conditions.
iment one may control two temperatures and
:ies-no additional boundary conditions are
\)r the Navier-Stokes case and there is no need
imax principle. In facL there is no possibility
ication. since the boundary conditions do not
'nal degrees of freedom. In their problem they
~olutions and ask whether the minimax prin
1e Llsed as an indicator for the stability of the
They show that the maximum entropy produc
decreases with the complexity of the convec
. and that its minimum characterizes an unstable
1

and Hoover emphasize that the maximum
,dur I of the unstable solution is smaller
of
stable solutions. In this context it
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should be noted that unstable solutions with low entropy
production are realizable in experiments. In Poiseuille
flow one usually tinds laminar flow with low entropy
production for Reynolds numbers below 2300 only. In
extremely undisturbed flows. however. it is possible to
realize laminar flow with Reynolds numbers up to 50000.
Of course, if there exist several solutions for a
set of boundary conditions. one has to perform a stability
analysis in order to find stable solutions. We agree with
Castillo and Hoover that the minimax principle cannot
replace the stability analysis. and we like to emphasize
that we did not suggest its application in the context of
stability analysis.
It should be mentioned that in moment systems a stabil
ity analysis may be required together with the application
of the minimax principle. This \vill be the case when the
maximum of the local entropy production as a function of
the additional b(~undary conditions (which for the 14-field
case was called I m ", (2]) in [1]) has several minima or if the
function is not unique. Until now, we did not study such
a case. but it should be expected to occur in convection
flows described by extended moment methods.
Let us summarize our discussion in three statements as
follows:
(I) The minimax principle cannot be used for the
determinations of boundary conditions for the Navier
Stokes equations, since all necessary boundary conditions
are controlled in experiment.
(2) The minimax principle does not replace any stability
criterion and should not be used for stability analysis.
(3) The future description of convection flows by
extended moment methods will require the use of the
minimax principle and a stability analysis.
that we
Castillo and Hoover write in their Comment
"suggested that (the) minimax principle could be extended
to nonstationary flows." We take the opportunity of this
Reply to state that the principle is restricted to stationary
processes only. In [1] this \Vas not expressed as clearly as
it should have been .
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